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ABSTRACT
Optical Character R ecognition for Checkbox D etection

by
Jo h n M. Istie
Dr. Evangelos Yfantis, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Computer Science
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Optical character recognition is the branch in computer science th at
involves reading text from paper and translating the images into a format
th at computers can m anipulate. There are a lot of algorithms for finding
letters and numbers, however checkboxes are often overlooked and very
difficult to detect. To locate and determine if checkboxes are checked or
unchecked is a very useful tool to use on forms. It is difficult to detect
since there are so many ways a person can m ark a checkbox. This thesis
will describe a new algorithm for detecting checkboxes.
Before checkboxes can be searched, certain preprocessing algorithms
need to be performed on the form. The preprocessing steps are used to
ensure th at the width of the pixels th at inscribe characters are one pixel.
Not all checkmarks are drawn inside the box. Once a box is found, the
coordinates are saved for further analysis.

m
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
The ability to transfer a paper document to an electronic format is a
growing need around the world. The University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Computer Graphics and Image Processing Laboratory, part of the Center
for Cybermedia Research under the School of Computer Science, has
taken this challenge upon itself. The research was funded by the United
States Department of Energy under the title,
Knowledge Discovery and

“Medical Records

Information Management for Radiation

Workers.” One of the tasks of this project is to convert old medical
record documents into electronic format. The fastest way to accomplish
such a task on a large scale is to have an Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) system, along with a handwriting recognition system, perform the
conversion.
Most medical forms accomplish data collection by having patients or
medical staff answer interrogational questions by entering a handwritten
mark inside the boundaries of a check box.

An algorithm had to be

developed th at could be utilized within a software application, to
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recognize the condition of each checkbox it came across.

More

specifically, was there an intentional m ark within the area of the box?
In addition, the algorithm had to recognize a wide range of forms of
varying quality. Due to the natural process of hum an handling, filing,
storage, and time, not all forms were in good shape.
Therefore, the goal of this project is to process any type of form
w ithout prior knowledge of the characteristics or properties of said form.
Our focus is to have a box detection algorithm th a t will detect boxes
anywhere on the form without knowing the size, location or quantity of
checkboxes.
The history of OCR research is relatively old in the area of pattern
recognition [1]. The checkbox detection algorithm is an optical character
recognition algorithm th at can examine each character for a checkbox.
Optical m ark recognition (OMR) is the process of taking scanned
documents and reading predefined positions and records where marks
are made on the form. Looking for the checkmark is the OMR p art of the
algorithm.
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Overview
OCR

Preprocessing

OMR

Checkbox Detection ■j*- Checkmark Detection

Figure 1.0.1. Overview of the Checkbox Detection System.

There are three major components for detecting checkboxes. The first
one is the preprocessing.

Preprocessing will prepare the document’s

characters to meet certain guidelines for the checkbox detection
algorithm.

The checkbox detection algorithm will determine if a

character is a checkbox or not a checkbox.

Lastly, if a checkbox is

found, it will determine if some form of a checkmark is also present.
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Convert to BW

DOC

Separate Characters

Thinning

Erosion

Checkmark Scan

Feature Extraction

Contour Analysis

Figure 1.0.2. A breakdown on some of the procedures.

The first step is the preprocessing methods such as thinning and
erosion. These m ethods make it easier to find boxes by reducing the
num ber of pixels. The algorithm used to detect boxes is a right tu rn
algorithm for detecting four comers.

This will be the main factor in

determining if a character is a checkbox or some other character since
boxes have four comers.
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Once a character passes the com er detection algorithm, it goes
through a procedure th a t checks the perimeter to make sure th at a box
has been found, rather th an the letter “O” which sometimes has four
com ers depending on the scan quality and the font.
The step-by-step procedure for detecting boxes will facilitate the
conversion of the form to black and white, thin the pixels, perform
erosion on the check m arks, and locate characters th at look like boxes.
Once a checkbox has been located, the next step is to determine if it is
checked or unchecked.
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CHAPTER 2

PREPROCESSING
There are several obstacles to deal with before detecting boxes. The
form has to be prepared and set up as specified in the checkbox
detection algorithm.
There are smoothing and enhancing filters available to improve the
quality of the document [2].

These filters are not required by the

checkbox detection algorithm b u t will not hinder its affect and are likely
to improve the recognition process.

Smoothing low pass

Figure 2.0.1. Smoothing filter.
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E n h a n ce m e n t

Figure 2.0.2. An enhancement filter.

There are filters th a t are greater than 3x3 windows available [31(4].
There are three main requirements th at a form m ust meet before the
checkbox detection algorithm is performed.

For the first requirement,

the form has to be in black and white where the black pixels represent
typed to handwritten markings and the white is the background.
The second requirement is th at the black pixels be no more th an one
pixel in width. It is easier to search characters when they only have a
thickness of one pixel.

The main search routine in the checkbox

detection algorithm is a contour following method th a t ru n s through the
characters. If the characters have a thickness greater th an one pixel,
this could greatly increase the probability of invalid results. There has
been a lot of research done in contour following [5J. The one used in the
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checkbox routine serves as two purposes, one as a pixel counter and the
other as a com er locator.
The third requirement th at the form has to go through is an erosion
algorithm. This routine is specifically for checkboxes th at are marked.
Marked checkboxes often have handw ritten marks th a t go beyond the
boundary of a checkbox.

It is difficult to run the contour following

algorithm when there is a checkmark th at runs beyond the border of the
checkbox.

X
7

a

g

Zi

Figure 2.0.3. Samples of Checkboxes from several forms.

8
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The erosion algorithm will remove the handwritten marks th at go
beyond the checkbox.

Later on this thesis will explain th at the

preprocessing steps do not have to be done on the entire form, b u t ju st
the individual characters right before they go through the checkbox
detection algorithm.

2.1

Color to Gray Scale

It is possible th at the form is scanned in color, gray scale, or black
and white. To get around this, the form is converted to black and white.
We do this because it is easier to detect edges when there is a definitive
difference in finding an edge when comparing a white pixel to a black
pixel. Also, it may not be known whether the form was scanned in gray
scale or as a color image. Keep in mind, written text and typed text will
be black and the background will be white. Every pixel on the form and
determine if it should be converted to a black pixel or a white pixel. This
can be done by measuring the red, green, and blue (RGB) values to YIQ
where Y is the luminance and I and Q are the chrominance [6]. If the
RGB values are high indicating a light background, then changes are
made to the RGB values to equal white. Otherwise the pixel is dark and
therefore the RGB vales wiU be set to equal black. The matrix used in
the transformation is given by the following [7]:
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r

Y
I
Q

0.2989

0.5866

0.1144

R

0.5959

-0.2741

-0.3218

G

0.2113

-0.5227

0.3113

B

Figure 2.1.1 The RGB to YIQ transformation.

The gray scale intensity can be determine by L = 0.299R + 0.587G +
0.1 14B, where L is the luminance which is also known as the Y
component in YIQ [8]. This will give a range of gray scale values from 0255, where the smaller num bers represent dark pixels and the large
values represent lighter pixels. After the gray scale conversion, the image
gets converted to binary, black and white. By using a cut off value from
the gray scale, aU intensities below the cut off value are black and all the
values above the cu t off value are white.

2.2 Character Separation
Before getting to some of the preprocessing methods used on
characters, the characters need to be identified and separated from the
rest of the document. It would be a waste of processing time to apply the
thinning and erosion algorithm on the entire document, even though it

10
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would not have any effect on some the white space. The thinning and
erosion do a multi-pass through the document unUl it is no longer
needed. Since m ost of the documents consist of white space, separating
the characters is necessary.

Left

Right

Bottom
Figure 2.2.1. Four points th at encapsulates itself with in a border.

When characters are touching the system m ust deal with it because it
could affect the performance of interpreting cheiracters [9]. There are a
variety of techniques to separate characters [10].
At this point, the document has a binary representation since it was
converted to black and white. The processes of separating the characters

11
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will exam each pixel and do a Depth First Search on the black pixels.
The search is looking for a boundary to m ark off a character.
The boundary around the character is a rectangular box th at
encapsulates the pixels by finding the extremes: the extreme left, extreme
right, extreme top, and extreme bottom. When the boundary is found,
the character is ready for the next step in preprocessing.

2.3 Filling Gaps
Once the image is in black and white, the next step is to thin the
pixels so th at the edges of the characters have a width of one pixel. In
some cases, there is a small chance th a t there are broken edges or gaps
in the characters. This will be a problem if there is a broken edge in a
checkbox because the final step in preprocessing is erosion, which
removes aU endpoints.

To avoid this problem, a filling algorithm is

applied.
By running multiple passes of a fattening or coating method, the
edges of the characters increase in size [11]. When the edges increase,
the gaps get smaller and merge together. Combining the morphological
operations of dilation and erosion eliminates gaps in characters [12].
The dilation process will make the edges of the characters larger to fill in
the gaps. After the dilation process, an erosion algorithm will shrink the
width of the character down to one pixel in width [13]. The combination

12
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of these two operations will work well with one of the requirem ents for
the checkbox detection algorithm of having the image thinned down to
one pixel in width and without having gaps.

2.4 Thinning
Some forms may use thick, large fonts when creating boxes.

By

running a two-pass thinning algorithm on the form, all thick edges are
shrunk down to one pixel in width and a t the same time maintaining the
proper shape of the character [14]. There are many different varieties of
thinning algorithms th at keep a more accurate shape of the characters
[15]. Preprocessing is an im portant step in OCR. It is the beginning
process to prepare the form before running this algorithm [16].
The width of each character may be larger th a n one pixel; the
thinning algorithm is used to shrink it down to one pixel in width. A
thinning algorithm is defined as an algorithm where the output is an
image where the lines are one pixel in width.

Common thinning

algorithms wül have several ru n s or passes where each pass will delete a
pixel if it is removable.

A pixel is removable if it does not break a

connection, is not an endpoint, and, is a black pixel. The algorithms
only consider binary images where the pixel can either be black or white.
This method is a self-stabilizing parallel thinning algorithm th a t uses a

13
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3x3 window of neighbors. Using a window size of 3x3 is common among
parallel thinning algorithms [17] [18] [19].
For the image to be stable, the image m ust not have any removable
pixels. A non-stable image will be one th at has removable pixels. For
this algorithm to be parallel, think of each pixel as a process. Each pixel
will have a status: unknown, stable, waiting, or delete. When a pixel is
unknown, it wül have to ru n a routine to check its neighbors to
determine its status. An image has aU of its pixels unknow n before this
algorithm runs.

When a pixel is stable, it is either white or not

removable. A pixel is waiting if at least one of its neighbors is unknown.
A pixel’s status is set to delete if none of its neighbors are unknown, and
if its current statu s is unknown. The purpose of these statuses is to
ensure th at if two pixels are deleted th at a connection wül not be broken.
There may also be a case where the current pixel is waiting and aU of
its neighbor’s are either waiting or stable. This is a possible deadlock
state.

In order to get around this, a rank is given to the pixels to

determine which pixel would be set to delete. This wül insure mutucd
exclusion so that only one pixel wül be deleted.

2.4.1

ParaUel Thinning States

The foUowing wül set the states for the current pixel’s status:
UNKOWN:

14
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If this pixel is white or Black non removable.
Then statu s := STABLE
If this pixel is black and at least one neighbor is unknown
Then statu s := WAITING
Else this pixel is removable
Then statu s := DELETE
WAITING:
If all of this pixel’s neighbors are either WAITING or STABLE and its
rank is higher th an the other WAITING pixels (at least one neighbor is
waiting)
Then statu s := DELETE
If all of this pixel’s neighbors are STABLE (and none are waiting)
Then statu s := DELETE
DELETE:
Delete this pixel and set its statu s := STABLE
All of its neighbors’ statuses := UNKNOWN
The image will stabilize w hen all of the statuses are set to STABLE.

2.4.2

Parallel Thinning Rules

The unknown state has three possible moves. It first checks to see if
it is a white pixel. If it is, then it is stable and will never have to make

15
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another move again. If it is black and not removable, its statu s is also
set to stable.
The rules for being removable will now be addressed. If it is a
removable pixel, its neighbors’ statuses are checked. If at least one of its
neighbor’s statuses is unknown, then the current pixel is set to waiting
because it needs to wait on the unknown pixels before doing anything. If
this pixel is removable and none of its neighbors have an unknown
status, then this m eans th at its neighbors’ statuses are either waiting or
stable. It will not have a neighbor whose statu s is set to delete because
the current pixel is set to unknown.
The rules for deleting require th at none of its neighbors are unknown.
Therefore this pixel whose statu s is currently set as unknown will be set
as delete. When a pixel’s statu s is set to delete, th a t pixel is deleted and
all of its neighbors’ statuses are changed to unknown. They are changed
to unknown so th at they can re-evaluate themselves in case they were
waiting, or were black pixels th at were stable and could now be
removable.
A pixel’s statu s is waiting because it is waiting on its neighbors th at
are unknown. There is a possible deadlock situation th at could occur
since this algorithm is done in parallel. That situation is when the pixel
is waiting cind all of its neighbors’ statuses are waiting or stable. In this
situation, a decision has to be made as to which pixel th at is still waiting
gets to be deleted. The pixel that gets deleted is the one with the lowest

16
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rank (or lowest ID). Each pixel is assigned a rank or ID based on its
location on the image. The rank can be calculated as follows:

r = n*y + x , where
r = rank,
n = num ber of columns in the image,
y = row number, and
X = column number.

There could only be one pixel with the lowest rank th at is waiting,
that wiU be the pixel whose statu s will be set to delete.
Up to this point, the only thing left th a t needs to be defined is a
“removable” pixel. A pixel is removable if it is black and satisfies the
following:

P[x][y] is the current, where
X = the colum n, and

y = the row.

(3 neighbors are black)
1.

Plx-l)Iy-l] ^ Plx)ly-1] ^ P[x+l]ly-l] are black all others are white

2.

P[x-l][y+l] ^ P[x][y+1]

3.

P[x-l][y-l] ^ P(x-l][y] ^ P[x-l][y+l] are black all others are white

^

P[x+l][y+l] are black all others are white

17
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4.

P[x+l][y-l] ^ P[x+l][y] ^ P(x+l][y+l] are black aU others are white

(4 neighbors are black)
1.

P(x+l][y-l] ^ P[x+l][yJ ^ P[x+l][y+l] ^ P[x][y-1] are black all others

are white
2.

P[x-l][y-l] ^ P[x][y-1]P[x+l][y-l]

P[x+l[y] are black all others

are white
3.

P[x+l][y-l] ^ P[x+l][y] ^ P(x+l][y+l] ^ P[x][y+1] are black all others

are white
4.

P[x-l][y+l]

^

P[x][y+1] ^ P[x+l][y+l] ^ P[x+l](y] are black all others

are white
5.

P[x-l]Iy+l] ^ P[x][y+1]

P[x+l][y+l] ^ P[x-l][yl are black all others

are white
6.

P[x-l]Iy-l]

P[x-l][y]

^

P(x-l]{y+l]

^

P[x][y+1] are black all others

are white
7.

P[x-l]ty-ll ^ P[x-ll(y] ^ P[x-lHy+ll ^ P[x]ly-ll are black all others

are white
8.

P [x -l][y -l]P [x ][y -1 ]P [x + l]Iy -l] ^ P[x-l](y] are black aU others

are white
9.

P[x-l][y-l] ^ P[x][y-1]

^

p[x+l][y] ^ P[x+l][y+l] are black all other

are white
10.

P[x+l](y-l] ^ P[xl[y-1]

P[x+l][y] ^ P[x-l]|y-l] are black all other are

white

18
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(5 neighbors are black)
1.

P[x-l][y-l]

P[x][y-1]

P[x+l][y-l]

P[x+l][y-l]

P[x+l][y+l] are

black all others are white
2.

P[x+l][y-l] ^ PIx+l][y] ^ P[x+l][y+l] ^ P[x][y-1]

P[x][y+1] are black

all others are white
3.

P[x+l]ly-l] ^ P[x+l]ly] ^ P[x+l]ly+l] ^ P[x-l]ly+l) ^ P[x+l][y+l] are

black all others are white
4.

PIx-llIy+1]

^

P[xJ[y+l] ^ P[x+l][y+l] ^ P[x-l][y] ^ P[x+l][y) are black

all others are white
5.

P[x-lJIy+l] ^ P[x][y+1] ^ P[x+l][y+l]

^

P[x-l][y]

^

P[x-l][y-l] are

black all others are white
6.

P[x-lJ[y-l]

^

P[x-l][yl

^

P[x-l][y+l] ^ P[x][y-ll ^ P[x][y+ll are black

all others are white
7.

P[x-l][y-ll ^ P[x-l][y)P[x-l][y+l]

^ P[x][y-1] ^ P[x-l][y-l] are black

all others are white
8.

PIx-llIy-1] ^ P[x][y-ll ^ P[x+l][y-l]

P[x-l]Iy] ^ P[x+l][y] are black

all others are white
(6 neighbors are black)
1. P[x-l][y-l] ^ P[x][y-1] ^ P[x+l][y-l]

P[x+l][y-l] ^ P[x+l][y+l] ^P[x][y+1]

are black all others are white
2. P[x+l][y-l]

P[x+l][y] ^ P[x+l][y+l] ^ P[x][y-1]

P[x][y+1] ‘^P[x-l][y+l]

are black all others are white

19
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3. P[x+l](y-l| ^ P[x+l][yl

P[x+l]ly+l] ^ P[x-l]ly+l] ^ P[x+l][y+ll

P[x-

l][y] are black all others are white
4. P[x-l][y+l] ^ P[x]Iy+l]

P[x+l][y+l]

^

Plx-lJly]

^

P[x+l][y] ^ Plx-l][y-l]

are black all others are white
5. P[x-l][y+l]

P[x][y+1] ^ P[x+l][y+l] ^ P[x-l][y] ^ P[x-l][y-l] ^ P[x][y-1]

are black all others are white
6. P[x-l][y-l] ^ Plx-UIy]

P[x-l][y+l]

P[x]ly-1] ^ PlxJIy+l]

P[x+l][y-l]

are black all others are white
7. P[x-l][y-l] ^ P[x-l][y]

P[x-l][y+l] ^ P[x][y-1]

^

P[x-l][y-l] ^ P[x+l][y]

^

P[x+ll[yl ^ P[x+l][y+l]

are black all others are white
8. P[x-l][y-l] ^ P[x][y-1]

P[x+l][y-l]

P[x-l][yl

are black all others are white
All other conditions will make the statu s of the pixel as stable.

2.5 Endpoint Erosion
After the thinning algorithm performs its tasks, an endpoint erosion
algorithm starts its runs through the image removing lines th a t do not
make a connection by deleting pixels th a t are at the end of a line.
There are many ways for a person to place a check on a checkbox and it
is very common for the check to be drawn outside the borders of the box.
This will present a problem because the character does not look Uke a
box when it has lines going through it.
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Erosion

Erosion

Erosion
Erosion

Figure 2.5.1. How endpoint erosion works on the checkmarks.

The method used in dealing with this problem is erosion, which
eliminates the lines th a t are drawn outside the borders of the checkbox.
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■■■■■■■■

■■■■■■

Figure 2.5.2. A ru n through the erosion process.

The erosion transformation of a binary image is based on the
successive morphological erosions on the image [20][21]. This algorithm
looks at a 3x3 window of an arbitrary pixel and checks to see if it is part
of a connection. To do this, the eight pixels around the center pixel are
counted. If there is more th an one black pixel then we say the center
pixel is part of a connection. Otherwise there is no more th an one pixel
around the center pixel meaning th at the center pixel is part of an end
point on a line, therefore th at pixel is deleted.
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Endpoint

□
□
Endpoints always have at most one neighbor

Figure 2.5.3. The 3x3 window for endpoint erosion.

This procedure is critical in allowing the checkbox to be easily traced
through by the contour following algorithm for checkbox detection.
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Before Erosion

Marks Go Beyond
Border

Removes All Endpoints
While Maintaining Original
Checkbox

Figure 2.5.4. How endpoint erosion removes the checkmark.

There is no rule th at says people need to make their checkmarks
completely within the boundary of the checkbox. This algorithm clearly
helps by erasing the checkmarks th a t go beyond the border while
preserving the checkbox boundary.
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CHAPTERS

CHECKBOX RECOGNITION
The checkbox recognition algorithm is the heart of this entire
procedure. After the preprocessing is complete, it is assured th a t the
character being examined in this step is ready to ru n through the
algorithm to determine if it is a checkbox or some other character.
At this point, it is given th at the character is thinned down to one
pixel in width, and an erosion algorithm eliminated handw ritten m arks
th a t go beyond the boundary.
Figure 3.1 shows the box structure after the preparation algorithms
run through the image. You will notice th a t the edges are not straight,
so there will have to be a way to trace the checkbox border by searching
around the neighboring pixels. The quality of the scanner and the form
has a large impact on the quality of the box after form preparation. If the
form and the scanner are good quality then chances are th at the box
could show perfect edges.
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Figure 3.0.1. Sample of an empty checkbox of poor quality.

3.1 Contour Following
Comers are detected using a right tu rn algorithm. The box detection
algorithm will scan the image from the upper right com er going from left
to right, and top to bottom. With this method, we will encounter a pixel
th at may be part of the box. This pixel wül be the starting pixel. The
starting pixel will always be on the top side of the box and most likely
towards the left part of the topside.
The starting pixel, as shown in figure 3.2, is the upper leftmost pixel.
From there we will start our search going from left to right across the top
of the box.
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starling pixel

Figure 3.1.1. The starting pixel is located at the top left.

When we are scanning the sides of the box, we cannot ju s t go across to
the next pixel because the sides are not assum ed to be smooth. We will
need to search the neighboring pixels while maintaining the proper
direction of the search.
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Down

R ight

Left

Up

r

=

C u rren t p ix el

= S e a c h p ix el

Figure 3.1.2. Order of the search pattern for the contour following.

Figure 3.1.2 illustrates the procedure for searching. The dark shaded
box is the current pixel where we start our search. A priority is placed
on which pixel to look at. The order is based on the where the next pixel
should be on the box. It is ordered by the m ost probable next pixel.
Suppose P (x, y) is the current pixel, where the origin of the image, P
(0, 0), is on the bottom left. The following is the ordering of the search
for each direction:
RIGHT:
P (x+1, y)
P (x+1, y+1)
P (x+1, y-1)
P (x, y-1)
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P ( x - l.y - l)
DOWN;
P (x, y-1)
P (x+1, y-1)
P (x-1, y-1)
P (x-1, y)
P (x-1, y+1)
LEFT;
P (x-1, y)
P (x-1, y-1)
P (x-1, y+1)
P (x, y+1)
P (x+1, y+1)
UP;
P (x, y+1)
P (x-1, y+1)
P (x+1, y+1)
P (x+1, y)
P (x+1, y-1)

Notice each directional search consists of five out of eight pixels in the
3x3 window (the ninth pixel is the current pixel). The remaining three
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pixels do not need to be visited because that will move the search in the
opposite direction.
Since we are looking for a box, we will have four right tu rn s since we
are going clockwise around the box. The order of the search will be to go
right across the top, down the right side, left across the bottom, up the
left side, and right across the top to look for the starting pixel. When the
starting pixel is found, then the box is found. At every location we will
check to see if a right tu rn took place. Right turns indicate when the
direction of the search has changed and a comer was found.
To check for a right turn, we look back a certain am ount of pixels and
we subtract to find the difference in the coordinates. Since the height
and width of the character is known, the num ber of pixels to look back is
V4 times the smaller value between the height and width.

If the

difference is greater th an the turning tolerance, then a right tu rn took
place and the direction of the search changes.

This all can be

summarized by the following equations.

n = num ber of pixels to look back
t = turning tolerance
s = w if (w < h ) otherwise s = h, where w = width and h = height
n=

{s )

1<t <n
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The turning tolerance is a small num ber depending on how many
pixels back you are comparing to. The tolerance has to be less th an the
look back value. If you were subtracting the difference from four pixels
back, then a good tolerance would be three. If you decide to subtract
from seven pixels back, then a good tolerance can range from four to six
depending on how tight you w ant to make it.
For poor quality documents, it is best to look back more pixels
because the edges won’t be as straight.

If the docum ent is in perfect

condition, then looking back one pixel will find boxes if the edges of the
box are straight. The turning tolerance can never be greater th an the
num ber of pixels to look back. Since it is a m easure of distance, having
a greater tolerance is not possible.
Starting with the start pixel, we search across the top going right and
following the path of the pixels. The first place we will look is the right
adjacent pixel. If that pixel is black then we set th at pixel as thç current
pixel and continue the search. If th at pixel is white, then try the upper
right pixel. This step is repeated on all pixel search locations until a
white pixel is found. If a black pixel is not found then this character is
not a box.
After every search, we check for a right turn.

Since we are going

across the top and moving right, we are looking for a right tu rn to change
the search pattern to go downward.
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After the third right turn, the search pattern is moving up along the
left side of the box looking for either the fourth right turn, or the starting
pixel. A fourth right tu rn will change the search pattern back to the
rightward search.

Once the starting pixel is found, then we conclude

th at a box shaped character is found.

3.2 Roundness
We may come across situations where we find a character th at will
pass through th at have the characteristics of a box when they really are
not boxes. The letter “O” looks like a checkbox since its features have
four comers, depending on the scan quality and font. To get around this
problem, we will m easure the perimeter.
The perimeter of a circle inscribed in a square is smaller th an the
perimeter of a square.

We know the outline of the character by

measuring the minimum and maximum of the X-coordinate and the Ycoordinate. We also know the perimeter of the character by counting the
pixels during the search th at was used to determine if it was a box.
While m nning through the contour following algorithm, the num ber of
pixels th at m n through it are counted. If the perimeter of the character
is significantly smaller than the perimeter of the outline, then the
character is not a box and is a circle or the letter “O.” If the perimeter of
the character is about the same as the perimeter of the outline then it is
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a box.

The largest x-value, smallest x-value, largest y-value, and

smallest y-value are recorded during the contour following.
four values, a rectangular perimeter is formed.

Using these

This rectangular

perimeter will be used to m atch it with the character to see how round or
rectangular it is.

width

radius

height

There are more pixels on the perimeter of
the square than there are in the circle

Figure 3.2.1. The perimeters of a circle and a square.
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It is easy to prove th at this is true. Assume the letter “O” is a circle
with diameter d and assum e th at a checkbox is square with length 1 and
width w.

The perimeter of a circle is %d and the perimeter of the

checkbox is 2(w + h). Since the checkbox is a square then w = h. Also,
the diameter of the circle is equal to the height and width of the square
so d = h = w. So, 2 (w + h) = 2 (d + d) = 2 (2d) = 4d, and 4 > tc.

3.3

Algorithm Outline

The following is an overview of the algorithm th at was ju s t covered:

1. Locate the start pixel. Keep in mind the starting pixel wiU be on the
top part of box since the document is assum ed to have started the search
for each box from the upper left comer.
2. Search each pixel going right.

Right

5

■

2

4

)

Figure 3.3.1. Search is moving to the right.

3. Check for a right turn. If a right tu rn took place then proceed to step
4 otherwise repeat step 2.
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4. Search each pixel going down.

Down

5

3

■
1

2

Figure 3.3.2. Search is moving down.

5. Check for a right turn. If a right tu rn took place then proceed to step
6 otherwise repeat step 4.
6. Search each pixel going left.

ijp
Left

2

Figure 3.3.3. Search is moving left.

7. Check for a right turn. If a right tu rn took place then proceed to step
8 otherwise repeat step 6.
8. Search each pixel going up.
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U|>
1

3

4
5

Figure 3.3.4. Search is moving up.

9. Check to see if the current pixel is the starting pixel. If it is, then go to
step 12. If not then check to see if a right tu rn took place. If a right took
place then proceed to step 10 otherwise repeat step 8.
10. Search each pixel going right (See figure 3.3.1).
11. Look for the starting pixel. If the starting pixel is found then go to
step 12 otherwise repeat step 10.
12. Examine the perimeters of the outline to the box. If the perimeters
are similar in value then this is a checkbox otherwise it is not a
checkbox.
This box detection algorithm will work on any arbitraiy form and has
the ability to check characters to see if they are boxes even when the
image of the boxes is not smooth. It is important to prepare the form
before checking for boxes because people have different ways of making
check marks on boxes, and some check marks are so exaggerated th at
the box can lose characteristics of a box making it difficult for the
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algorithm to detect it. This algorithm works well even with poor quality
boxes with edges th at are not straight.
This algorithm does a remarkable job a t telling the difference from the
letter “O” and checkboxes. This was a problem since the Letter “O” and
even the letter “Q” have similar features to checkboxes.

YES
Next
Character

Feature Extraction

♦“Pass?

Contour Analysis

NO

Feature Extraction

Contour Analysis

Looking for the 4 comers of a
checkbox

Making sure the character is not round
like the letter “O”

Figure 3.3.5. Feature extraction & continuing to contour analysis.

By maintaining a pixel count during the contour following procedure,
the num bers of pixels th a t are in the checkbox have been crucial in
determining the squaring of a checkbox. This method does not have to
be normalized since if it was the letter “O”, the algorithm assum ed it was
a checkbox and compared the pixel count to w hat the value of the
perimeter should be.
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CHAPTER 4

OPTICAL MARK RECOGNITION
Once a box is found, the next step is to determine if it is checked or
unchecked.

This is a simple and fast search th at requires you to

vertically and horizontally search the box, counting the num ber of black
pixels. When searching vertically, start the search from above the upper
boundary of the box and go down below the lower boundary of the box.
When you start the search, you will come across a pixel at the top of
the box and below the box. So if the box is not checked, you will find 2
pixels in each search.

Scan Line
^
Intersects
TWO places^s

Scan Line
Intersects
THREE places

Figure 4.0.1. Scan lines to look for a check.
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Path of Scan Lines

-----------

Figure 4.0.2. This shows the range of the scan lines.

If you count more th a t two black pixels, then the box is checked
because you will come across at m ost two pixels if the box is unchecked
since the sides of the box contains black pixels. By scanning from left to
right vertically, you will be able to come across a check m ark if it exists.
As you can see in Figure 4.1, the box on the left is unchecked and
each scan line only detects two pixels. The box on the right is checked
and each scan Une detects more th an two pixels.

When a scan line

encounters three or more pixels, then the scan Une h as found a possible
check mark.
Since it is possible to have some noise in the box rather than a
checkmark, all the scan lines are polled to determine if a significant
am ount of scan lines have encountered a checkmark.
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It is important to scan the box vertically and horizontally. There are
so many ways a person can check a box since there is no standard on
the way a checked box is marked. A vertical scan may not be able to
pick up a check m ark if the check is small and off to one side since the
vertical line scan does not search near the sides of the box. If the vertical
line scan is too close to the sides of the box then it will detect the side of
the box and will encounter more th an two pixels. To avoid this problem,
the horizontal scan will search the box the same way the vertical line
scan. So if the box is checked and the vertical scan does not pick up the
check, the horizontal scan will pick it up. The same would apply if the
horizontal scan does not pick up the check mark, then the vertical scan
will.
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CHAPTERS

LOCATION
An OCR algorithm is meaningless without a method to determine its
location in the document. Most forms have multiple checkboxes so it is
important to determine the location of the checkboxes with respect to
each other on the form.

A more advanced method would determine the

location of the checkboxes with respect to the form.
As stated before, there are two ways to process checkboxes. One way
is to feed the form through an OCR routine to find the num bers and
letters to string them together to formulate the words through a
dictionaiy. When an unknown character is found it ru n s through the
checkbox recognition algorithm. In this case, if a checkbox is found then
the location of the checkbox is already known based on the processed
words.

However in the other use of this algorithm in a stand-alone

checkbox routine, only checkboxes are recognized. This is the type of
routine where the user would only need to process a form to get feedback
based on checkboxes such as multiple-choice exams. In this case the
user does not need to know w hat is stated in the document b u t needs to
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get handwritten input from the checkboxes.

A stand-alone procedure

would need to identify the checkboxes in the order th a t they appear.
For this type of procedure, the input would be a scanned form and the
output would be a list of box id’s along with an identifier th a t states
whether the box is checked or unchecked.

Please check the following that apply.

1) The color of the moon is

Blue

2) Where are you?

Here

3)

□

Red

Q

A pound of feathers is less than a pound of salt
TRUE

FALSE

□
O '

4) Please leave these checkboxes blank.

| |

|

|

Figure 5.0.1. Actual sample output of checkbox detection algorithm.

The progreun outlines the check m arked boxes in red and the blank
checkboxes in green.
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Checkboxes found: 8
Marked Checkboxes: 3
Blank Checkboxes : 5
Checkbox
Checkbox
Checkbox
Checkbox
Checkbox
Checkbox
Checkbox
Checkbox

NOT CHECKED
NOT CHECKED
CHECKED
CHECKED
NOT CHECKED
CHECKED
NOT CHECKED
NOT CHECKED

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8

Figure 5.0.2. The output after the program finds the checkboxes.

First, there would have to be a coordinate system for this type of
identification.

Assume th a t the document is in the image coordinate

system with the top left com er at (0,0) and the u n its are m easured in
pixels.

• Let X be the num ber of pixels from the left column
• Let y be the num ber of pixels from the top row
• The coordinates will then be (x, y)
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(0 , 0)

My Document

Figure 5.0.3. The coordinate plain of the document.

It takes two sets of coordinates to define the location of a checkbox. One
set of coordinates will define the upper left com er and the second set of
coordinates wiU define the bottom right comer.

Let (xl, y l) be the

coordinates of the upper left com er and let (x2, y2) be the coordinates for
the bottom right. Then the following is true:

x l < x2
y l < y2
44
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X-axis

( 0 ,0 )

(xl, y l)

(x2, y2)
Y-axis

Figure 5.0.4. The two sets of coordinates for a checkbox.

In order to know which checkbox comes first, a rank num ber is used
to order the checkboxes. Since documents are read top to bottom, left to
right, the checkboxes wül also be ordered th at way. A checkbox th a t is
closer to the top of the form wül be first to any checkboxes below it.
Obviously, if two checkboxes are on the same line, then the checkbox to
the left will rank above the one to the right.
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The coordinates to determine the location of a checkbox will be the
center of the checkbox. Recall th at (xl,yl) are the coordinates for the top
left com er and (x2,y2) are the coordinates for the bottom right comer.
Then the center of the checkbox is

(( xl+x2) /2 , ( y l + y2) /2 )

Let X be the center x-coordinate of the checkbox and Y be the center
y-coordinate of the checkbox.

X = (xl+x2) / 2
Y = (yl + y2) /2

The center coordinates will represent the location of a checkbox,
hence the coordinates of a checkbox will be (X,Y).
Not all forms get scanned properly and can have some distortion th at
could cause each line on the form not be parallel to the image space
coordinates.

This could affect the ordering of the checkboxes, so a

method has to be in place to correct the problem. Even if the scan was
good there could still be a small distortion even if it is a one-pixel
difference.
The checkboxes are to be ordered by each line th a t they are on. A
sorting routine will be used to determine which line each checkbox goes
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on. The lines will be ranked going from the top to the bottom of the
document. Once it is determined which line each checkbox is associated
with, they will be ordered with respected to each other checkbox in the
Une starting with the leftmost checkbox.
The first step is to sort the checkboxes in increasing y-values with
respect to their coordinates, (X, Y). This will order the checkboxes from
the closest to the top of the docum ent to the bottom. If there are more
than one equal y-values, it will not m atter which one is above the other
since the second step will classify them as being on the same line on the
document.
The second step wül determine which checkboxes are on the same
line even if the document is not aligned properly. Starting with the first
checkbox on the sorted list, exam the y-values of each checkbox. RecaU
th at (xl, yl) is the top left corner and (x2, y2) is the bottom right. Let Ci
be a checkbox in the sorted list and Ci+1 be the next checkbox in the
sorted list. So the coordinates for Ci is ( (Ci x l. Ci yl), (Ci x2. Ci y2) )
and the coordinates for Ci+1 is ( (Ci+1 x l, Ci+1 yl), (Ci+1 x2, Ci+1 y2) ).
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Sample Document

Checkbox 1

Question one Yes

Checkbox 3-

CD

No

EZI

2)

Question two Yes d l

No CH

3)

Question three Yes O

No O

Checkbox 2

Checkbox 4

Checkbox 6

Checkbox 5
Please check one

□□□
Checkbox 9
Checkbox 7
Checkbox 8
*Note: checkbox 8 is not aligned properly

Figure 5.0.5. The layout of some checkboxes on a form.
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( C i x l.C i y l)

(Ci x2. Ci y2 )

(Ci+1 x l , Ci+1 y l )

(Ci+1 x2, Ci+1 y2 )

Figure 5.0.6. The checkboxes shown in a sorted list.

There are two possible outcomes. One outcome is both checkboxes
are on the same line as each other.

The other outcome is if the two

checkboxes are completely on a different line from each other on the
document. To be classified as being on the same line Ci y2 has to be
greater than Ci+1 y l.
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( C i x l, C iy l )

(Ci+1 x l, Ci+1 yl)
(Ci x2. Ci y2 )

Figure 5.0.7. These two checkboxes are on the same line.

The third and final step once the checkboxes are in their proper line
num ber with respect to the document is to sort them within their line in
ascending x-value. This will make it so the checkboxes are arranged
from top to bottom and left to right.
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Sort Ascending
Y-value

Checkbox 1
Checkbox 2
Checkbox 4
Checkbox 3
Checkbox 5
Checkbox 6
Checkbox 7
Checkbox 9
Checkbox 8

Classify by
Line Number
Checkbox 1
Checkbox 2
Checkbox 4
Checkbox 3

Sort Ascending
X-value per Line
Checkbox 1
Checkbox 2

Line #I

}'

Checkbox 3
Checkbox 4

Line #2
---------- ►

Checkbox 5
Checkbox 6

Line #3

Checkbox 5
Checkbox 6

Checkbox 7
Checkbox 9
Checkbox 8

Line #4

Checkbox 7
Checkbox 8
Checkbox 9

Figure 5.0.8. Breakdown on how the checkboxes are grouped.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION
Having the ability to have cin OCR algorithm that treats checkboxes as
characters can make transferring docum ents from paper to electronic
simple and efficient. This algorithm can be a useful tool for people who
use checkboxes on forms who need to store their hard copy data
electronically.
Not all docum ents are preserved in good quality. This algorithm was
designed with the intent to interpret some of the oldest paper documents
th at have been damaged by age.
Some of the keys to this checkbox detection algorithm are its
preprocessing methods.

The algorithm will not be able to function

properly w ithout first running through a thinning algorithm and then an
endpoint erosion algorithm to remove checkmarks th at stretch beyond
the borders.
A contour following procedure with a prioritized search pattern is the
main reason for the success to trace around a checkbox w ithout
accidentally tracing a checkmark. This particular search pattern is one
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of the key contributions to allowing an algorithm successfully detect
checkboxes, with or without checkmarks in them.
There were some challenges along the way in the development of this
algorithm. One of them was th at this algorithm used to classify the letter
“O”, “Q”, and the letter “D” as checkboxes.

Instead of doing multiple

passes through the characters to eliminate this problem, tracing through
the character in the contour following procedure and keeping a count on
the total num ber of pixels helped eliminate misclassifications.

By

keeping a pixel count and the possible boundary of a checkbox, they are
compared to see how close the m atch is.
This algorithm was designed with the intent for it to be used with or
without another OCR method th a t can detect characters. When working
with an OCR method th at detects characters, th at OCR system would
come across unknown characters th a t could potentially be checkboxes.
The OCR system would pass the unknown character to the checkbox
detection algorithm to determine if it is a checkbox.

The checkbox

detection algorithm could also work on its own by scanning an entire
document looking for checkboxes.

When checkboxes are found, their

coordinates are stored. A localization procedure determines the order in
which the checkboxes are in to accurately output its results.
An OMR algorithm determines if predefined areas are marked. Once
the checkbox detection algorithm finds a checkbox, the area inside the
checkbox is searched to see if it h as a mark.
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The checkbox detection algorithm plays an im portant role in
document conversions to digital. In the not too distant past, it was only
a dream to think th at a computer could be programmed to read text and
interpret its meaning.

That dream has become a reality, and this

checkbox detection algorithm makes it more promising.
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APPENDIX

SOURCE CODE

BoxDetection(CImageObject* image)
/ /PURPOSE: Find check boxes
//IN : CimageObject *image - the docum ent in image format
{
int length,width;
float ratio 1,ratio2,match;
int x,y,perimeter;
Boxinfo *box_info_head = NULL;
bool flrsttime = true;
int cxl,cyl,cx2,cy2,pix_cnt;
int imageWidth = image->GetWidthO;
int imageHeight = image->GetHeight();
for(y=5; y < imageHeight-5; y++)
for(x=5;x<imageWidth-5; x++)
if (image->GetPixel(x,y) ==0)
if (IsBox(image,true,x,y,cxl ,cy 1,cx2,cy2,pix_cnt))
{
length = cx2-cxl;
width = cy2-cyl;
perimeter = 2*( length + width );
ratio 1 = float{length)/float(width);
ratio2 = float(width)/float(length);
m atch = float(perimeter)/float(pix_cnt);
/ / Check to see if there is another box inside
//p erim eter-15
if ( (ratio 1 < 1.150)
&& (ratio2 < 1.150)
&& (perimeter > 40) && (match <1.250 )
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/ /F irst time, set up the head of the list
if (firsttime)
{
firsttime= false;
m_box_info = new Boxinfo;
box_info_head = m_box_info;
}

else
{

m_box_info->next = new Boxinfo;
m_box_info = m_box_info->next;
}

m_box_info->xl=cxl ;
m_box_info->x2=cx2;
m_box_info->y 1=cy 1;
m_box_info->y2=cy2;
m_box_info->next=NULL;
}
}

//C h eck for check m arks
GetOriginaHmage(image) ;
Thinning(image) ;

/////////////////////////////////////////
/ / Scan the boxes horizontally

//////////////////////////////////////////
m_box_info = box_info_head;
whüe(m_box_info != NULL)
{

for(y=abs(int(float(m_box_info->y 1-m_box_info>y2)*0.10))+m_box_info->yl; y < abs(int(float(m_box_info->y 1m_box_info->y2)*0.90))+m_box_info->y 1; y++)
{

pix_cnt = 0;
for(x=abs(int(float(m_box_info->xl-m_box_info>x2)*0.10))+m_box_info->xl; x < abs(int(float(m_box_infb->x 1
m_box_info->x2)*0.90))+m_box_info->xl ; x++)
{
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if (image->GetPixel(x,y)==0)
{
pix_cnt++;
}
}
if (pix_cnt > 2)
m_box_info->isChecked = true;
else
m_box_info->isChecked = false;
}

m_box_info= m_box_info->next;

}
////////////////////////////////////////////
/ / Scan the boxes vertically

///////////////////////////////////////////
m_box_info = box_info_head;
while(m_box_info != NULL)

{
for(x=abs(int(float(m_box_info->x 1-m_box_info>x2)*0.1))+m_box_info->xl; x < abs(int(float(m_box_info->xl-m_box_info>x2)*0.90))+m_box_tnfo->xl ; x++)
{

pix_cnt = 0;
for(y=abs (int(float(m_box_info->y 1-m_box_info>y2)*0.l))+m_box_infb->y 1; y < abs(int(float(m_box_info->yl-m_box_info>y2)*0.90))+m_box_info->yl; y++)
{

if (image->GetPixel(x,y)==0)
{

pix_cnt++;
}

}

if (pix_cnt > 2)
m_box_info->isChecked = true;
}

m_box_info= m_box_info->next;

}

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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//
//

Get original form back
Outlining the checks

////////////////////////////////////////////////////
GetOriginalImage(image) ;
/ /image->GetOriginalImage() ;
m_box_info = box_info_head;
while{m_box_info != NULL)

{
if (m_box_info->isChecked)
DrawOnImage(image,
m_box_info->xl -2,
m_box_info->y 1-2,
m_box_info->x2+2,
m_box_info->y2+2,
255,0,0);
else
DrawOnImage(image,
m_box_info->xl -2,
m_box_info->y 1-2,
m_box_tnfo->x2+2,
m_box_info->y2+2,
0 , 200, 0);

m_box_info= m_box_info->next;
}

}

bool CFPData::IsBox(CImageObject *image,bool pixel_color,int start_x, int
start_y,int &cxl,int &cyl, int &cx2,int &cy2,int &count)
/ /PURPOSE: Box Detection Algorithm, follows the edge to determine if
it's a box
//IN :
//
bool pixel_color = true wül set the color of visited pixels
//
start_x = starting x pixel
//
start_y = starting y pixel
//OUT:
//
cxl = upperleft com er for the x
//
cyl = upperleft com er for the y
//
cx2 = lowerright com er for the x
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//
//

cy2 = lowerright com er for the y
count = num ber of pixels counted th at describes the box

{
int x,y,tumX[8],tumY(8];
count=0;
X = cxl = cx2 = start_x;
y = cyl = cy2 = start_y;
tumX[0]=start_x;
tumY[0]=start_y;
//C olor the first pixel
if (pixel_color)
{

lmage->SetPixel(x,y,RGB( 1,0,0)) :
}

/ /S et the direction
bool go_right=tme,go_down=false,go_left=false,go_up=false;
int tum_count=0; / / num ber of pixels after a tum ;
do
{
/ /C heck boundary conditions on the image
if ((x+5) >image->GetWidth()) retu m false;
if {(y+5) > image->GetHeightO) retu m false;
count++;
//G oing RIGHT
if (go_right)
{
if (image->GetPixel(x+l,y) ==0)
X++;

else if(image->GetPixel(x+l,y-l) ==0)
{

x++;y—;
}

else if(image->GetPixel(x+l,y+l) ==0)
{
x++;y++;
}
else if (image->GetPlxel(x,y+l) ==0)
y++;
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else if(image->GetPlxel(x-l,y+l) ==0)
{
y++;x-:
}
else / / Not a box
{

return false;
}

tumX[tum_count%8] =x;
tumY[tum_count%8] =y;
tum_count++;
//C h ec k for a right tu m
if ({tum_count > 4) && ((y-tumY[(tum_count-4)%8])>2))
{

go_right=false;
go_down=tme;
tum _count = 0;
}

}

//G oing DOWN
else if (go_down)
{

if (image->GetPixel(x,y+l) ==0)
y++;

else if(image->GetPixel{x+l,y+l) ==0)
{

x++;y++;
}

else if(image->GetPixel(x-l,y+l) ==0)
{

y++;x-;
}
else if (image->GetPixel(x-1,y) ==0)
X -;

else if(image->GetPixel(x-1,y-1)==0)
{

y - ;x - ;
}

else / / Not a box
retu m false;
tumX[tum_count%8] =x;
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tumY[tum_count%8]=y:
tum_count++;
//C h ec k for a right tu m
if ((tum_count > 4) && ((x-tumX((tum_count-4)%8])<-2))
{

go_left=tme;
go_down=false ;
tum _count = 0;
}
}

//G o in g LEFT
else if (go_left)
{

if {image->GetPixel(x-l,y) ==0)
X -;

else if(image->GetPixel(x-l,y+l) ==0)
{

x-;y++;
}
else if(image->GetPixel(x-l,y-l) ==0)
{
x - ;y - ;
}

else if (image->GetPixel(x,y-l) ==0)

y--:

else if(image->GetPixel(x+l,y-l)==0)
{

x++;y-:
}

else / / Not a box
retu m false;
tumX[tum_count%8 J=x;
tumY[tum_count%8]=y;
tum_count++;
//C h ec k for a right tu m
if ((tum_count > 4) && ((y-tumY[(tum_count-4)%8])<-2))
{
go_left=false;
go_up=tme;
tum _count = 0;
}
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//G oing UP
else if (go_up)
{

if (image->GetPixel(x,y-l) ==0)

y-:

else if(image->GetPixel(x-l,y-l) ==0)
{

x - ;y - ;
}
else if(image->GetPixel(x+l,y-l) ==0)
{

y—;x++;
}

else if (image->GetPixel{x+l,y) ==0)
X ++;

else if{image->GetPixel(y+l,x+l)==0)
{

x++;y++;
}

else / / Not a box
retu m false;
tumX[tum_count%8] =x;
tumY[tum_count%81=y;
tum_count++;
/ / Check for a right tu m
if ((tum_count > 4) && ((x-tumX[{tum_count-4)%8])>2})
{
go_left=false;
tum _count = 0;
}
}

/ /Find the starting pixels
else
{

if (image->GetPixel(x+l,y) ==0)
X++;

else if(image->GetPixel(x+l,y+l) ==0)
{

x++;y++;
}
else tf(image->GetPixel(x+l,y-l) ==0)
{
x++;y-;
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}
else if (image->GetPixel(x,y+l) ==0)
y++;

else if(image->GetPixel(x-l,y+l) ==0)
{
y++;x-;
}

else / / Not a box
{

return false;
}
tumX[tum_count%8] =x;
tumY[tum_count%8]=y;
tum_count++;
//R e tu rn TRUE if the box is found
if ((x==start_x) && (y==start_y))
retu m tm e;
}

//MARK IT VISITED with Deep Blue
if (pixel_color)
{

image->SetPixel(x,y,RGB(0,0,1));
}

//L im it the num ber of searches
/ / I n other words, no rediculously large boxes!
if (tum_count > 4024) retu m false;
//F in d out where to draw the green box
if (x<cxl)cxl=x;
if (y<cyl)cyl=y;
if (x>cx2)cx2=x;
if (y>cy2)cy2=y;
}while {((x != start_x) I I (y != start_y)) );
retu m tm e;
}
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